
ACM Contest Problems Arhive University of Valladolid (SPAIN)101 The Bloks ProblemBakgroundMany areas of Computer Siene use simple, abstrat domains for both analytial and empirial studies.For example, an early AI study of planning and robotis (STRIPS) used a blok world in whih a robotarm performed tasks involving the manipulation of bloks.In this problem you will model a simple blok world under ertain rules and onstraints. Ratherthan determine how to ahieve a spei�ed state, you will \program" a roboti arm to respond to alimited set of ommands.The ProblemThe problem is to parse a series of ommands that instrut a robot arm in how to manipulate bloksthat lie on a at table. Initially there are n bloks on the table (numbered from 0 to n� 1) with blokbi adjaent to blok bi+1 for all 0 � i < n� 1 as shown in the diagram below:n-143210 � � �Figure 1: Initial Bloks WorldThe valid ommands for the robot arm that manipulates bloks are:� move a onto bwhere a and b are blok numbers, puts blok a onto blok b after returning any bloks that arestaked on top of bloks a and b to their initial positions.� move a over bwhere a and b are blok numbers, puts blok a onto the top of the stak ontaining blok b, afterreturning any bloks that are staked on top of blok a to their initial positions.� pile a onto bwhere a and b are blok numbers, moves the pile of bloks onsisting of blok a, and any bloksthat are staked above blok a, onto blok b. All bloks on top of blok b are moved to theirinitial positions prior to the pile taking plae. The bloks staked above blok a retain their orderwhen moved.� pile a over bwhere a and b are blok numbers, puts the pile of bloks onsisting of blok a, and any bloksthat are staked above blok a, onto the top of the stak ontaining blok b. The bloks stakedabove blok a retain their original order when moved.� quitterminates manipulations in the blok world.Any ommand in whih a = b or in whih a and b are in the same stak of bloks is an illegalommand. All illegal ommands should be ignored and should have no a�et on the on�guration ofbloks.



ACM Contest Problems Arhive University of Valladolid (SPAIN)The InputThe input begins with an integer n on a line by itself representing the number of bloks in the blokworld. You may assume that 0 < n < 25.The number of bloks is followed by a sequene of blok ommands, one ommand per line. Yourprogram should proess all ommands until the quit ommand is enountered.You may assume that all ommands will be of the form spei�ed above. There will be no syntatiallyinorret ommands.The OutputThe output should onsist of the �nal state of the bloks world. Eah original blok position numberedi (0 � i < n where n is the number of bloks) should appear followed immediately by a olon. If thereis at least a blok on it, the olon must be followed by one spae, followed by a list of bloks that appearstaked in that position with eah blok number separated from other blok numbers by a spae. Don'tput any trailing spaes on a line.There should be one line of output for eah blok position (i.e., n lines of output where n is theinteger on the �rst line of input).Sample Input10move 9 onto 1move 8 over 1move 7 over 1move 6 over 1pile 8 over 6pile 8 over 5move 2 over 1move 4 over 9quitSample Output0: 01: 1 9 2 42:3: 34:5: 5 8 7 66:7:8:9:


